ADDENDUM
PURCHASING OFFICE
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS

Solicitation: IFB 1100 JMF0107 Addendum No: 2 Date of Addendum: April 11, 2018

This addendum is to incorporate the following changes to the above referenced solicitation:

I. Questions:

I.1 Does item 017 on the 0600 Bid Sheet require a test point?
   Austin Energy requires that all elbow kits come with a test point.

I.2 Do items 023, 024, and 025 on the 0600 Bid Sheet require a test point?
   Austin Energy requires that all splice kits come with a test point.

I.3 Do items 023, 024, and 025 on the 0600 Bid Sheet require a copper wire "jumper"?
   Austin Energy requires that all splice kits come with a copper wire "jumper."

I.4 What size cable will items 023, 024, and 025 on the 0600 Bid Sheet be used for?
   The splice kits listed are made by the manufacturer to cover a range of sizes.

II. ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN THE SAME.
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